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The President’s

Message
Very Rev. Andrew L. Seebold,
S.M., PhD.

for time and for eternity. These activities should
develop your personality so that you may be of
service to society.
Today, education is threatened by secularism,
an “ism” far more destructive to society than the red
menace of Communism. This secularism has come
down to us through the rationalism and individualism
of the past centuries, through Fascism, Nazism, and

Communism, by-products of our industrial age; and
October 5, 1953

My dear Students —
The appointment of a new university president
differs from the changes that we note in industrial
and business personnel. It does not put out a sign,
“Under New Management,” because a university is a
moral person; it has its policies, traditions, ideals, and
its corporate life. It is the duty of the university
president to maintain and strengthen these policies,
traditions, and ideals of the past to evaluate them in
the light of present and future trends in order to
encourage new initiative, improvement, and beneficial changes.
During the past weeks we have seen you in
chapel, in class, at play, and in extra-curricular activities. The traditional busyness of the bee-hive seemed
like slow motion in comparision with the pace of your
daily schedules. This is as it should be. There is,
however, a tendency that these activities may become
mere “activism” which does things merely for the
purpose of doing something, a sort of escapism.

Whatever is done on a University campus should
have its educational value. It should count not only

for the present moment but for life; it should count
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through the activism and indifferentism of the present
moment. Secularism is a view of life that limits itself

not to the material to the exclusion of the spiritual,
but to the human here and now to the exclusion of
God here and hereafter.
The traditions of the University of Dayton have

been always opposed to the tenets of secularism.
The philosophy of education of the University instills
in its students an intense Christian life, a deep respect

for the personality of the individual with a view
toward a fuller corporate life with his fellowmen, a
love of study and of things intellectual, and a wholesome ambition to impart to and to influence others
by these high ideals.
In giving you this message of caution and en-

couragement, we ask you to adhere to these traditions of your University with a constant desire to
better yourselves, to be of greater service to others
and to havea greater filial faith and confidence in

Divine Providence — “pro Deo et patria.”
Sincerely yours,

Very Reverend Andrew L. Seebold,
S.M., Ph.D.
President

The Exponent

The Case For Education TV In Dayton
By James Gleason
e@ This year of 1953 has been
called, and justly so, “the year of
decision in educational television.”

It is a year of decision because
those who are interested in educa-

solve the educational broadcasting

tions Commission, when setting up

problem.

the program, stipulated that unless

Previous experience with educa-

tional radio broadcasting, how-

the applications for these non-commercial, educational stations were
filed before June 2, 1953, the al-

tional television must work quickly
if they are to make the most of
the opportunity offered to them by

ever, leads educators to believe
the second and third propositions

the Federal Communications Commission. This opportunity is the
action of the FCC to reserve two
hundred and forty-two channels

is not a baseless conclusion on

Mr. James Clarke, the director

their part either, because educa-

of academic publicity at the U. of

tional radio broadcasts did not
come from a natural evolution, nor
were they at all successful when
linked with commercial stations.

D., heads the local television committee which is made up of representatives of each of the nine backers of the movement. Those back-

for television stations throughout
the nation for non-commercial, ed-

ucational programs. This enables
public and private educational institutions to join in the cooperative
use of these outlets.
The educators presented their
case before the board, and they
won. recognition by this allocation
ot channels. The principle behind
the educators argument is: it is for
the general welfare and the public
interest to have these channels set
aside for the exclusive purpose of
educational television. The fact

that they won their case is a good
start, but it is only a start. Now
the problems facing the workers
for educational television are: the
financing of such a project and the

production of first-rate programs.

presented above to be feeble. This

Those who oppose the first position, that is, that a mass media is
not the school’s concern, and the
general public needs no more programs of an educational nature
than it now gets, simply do not

wood schools, the Art Institute, the

Dayton Philharmonic orchestra, the

Public Library, Sinclair College,

the fact that television offers great
educational advancements for the

educational television in Dayton is

general public, and they feel sure

two hundred thousand dollars for
its establishment, and approximately the same annual amount

that more and better programs of
an educational nature would be of

The cost of such a project of
estimated to be approximately

great benefit. They also recognize

for its operation and maintenance.

the fact that the schools are the
logical institutions to conduct such
programs, and, therefore realize
that educational television is of
the utmost concern to the school.

This figure would vary somewhat
in accord with the amount of student and volunteer work that could
be obtained.

lem is deepened moreover, by the
fact that there is divergence of

ing momentum for universities to

There are those, both educators
and otherwise, who are satisfied
with the existing status of education. They feel that a mass media
is not the concern of the schools
and colleges. They hold that the
existing facilities are enough for
the general public. Others are will-

the Montgomery county and Oak-

and the University of Dayton.

The complexity of the whole probopinion among the educators them-

ing the movement are: the Dayton public and parochial schools,

think that either of these arguments is sound. They recognize

There is a movement fast gain-

selves as to the whole question.

lotted channels would be turned
over to commercial use.

own and operate their own tele-

vision stations. In many respects
this is the most desirable situation,
but unfortunately it is not possible
in all cases.
The aforementioned information
enables us to form a general idea
of the existing situation, on a

A station of this type would, of
course, be on the air far less than
- are the commercial stations. The
schedule for broadcast times would
run somewhat as follows: two
hours during the late afternoon for

children’s programs, and the remaining hours would be used in

early evening broadcasts for adult
education. All in all the station
would be in operation between

country-wide basis, in educational

four and six hours a day.

television.

The value of educational television can easily be seen by the

Now let us tum to a

more particular situation and one

educational institutions work out
agreements with commercial tele-

sidered when speaking of educa-

service which it can present to the
community. Here are a few of
the very valuable features which
could be of great service to the
people of this area:
Classroom Instruction—The pos-

tional television is the time ele-

sibilities offered by television in

vision stations and

ment.

aiding the individual teacher with

ing to let the progress of educational television come by means of

natural evolution without any concerted effort being made by educators. Still others propose that

October, 1953

networks

to

that is of more immediate interest

and concern to all of us: the position of educational television in

Dayton.
The first thing that must be con-

The Federal Communica-
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additional material and information of a varied nature and from
myriad sources. This could be
brought directly into all the classrooms at once, thereby giving all

Turn to the Queen of Peace
By Robert E. Eberts

children an equal opportunity to

see and learn things that many of
them would never have the privil-

ege of doing unless it were for
such a means as television.
Extra-Classroom Education for
Students—This type of educational

program will augment the present
television offerings, many of which
do nothing but actually distract

from the proper educational as

well as moral development of a
young, impressionable student.
Adult Education—All those who
live in Dayton and its immediate
surrounding area are well aware
of what a highly industrialized
city Dayton is. For this reason, the

cultural life of Dayton is not appreciated by the general public
and for that reason the cultural life
is retarded in this area. Educational television would offer unlimited possibilities for improving
the cultural level here. The mem-

bers of the organization backing
the educational - television movement in Dayton would be well

able to present the type of program that could realize the goal of
improvement and appreciation of
activities of a cultural nature in
Dayton.

Civic Responsibilities, Information, and Training—Good govern-

ment is a basic need of any type of
community life. To have good
government, however, the people
of that community must realize

their responsibilities. To bring this
situation from the theoretical to
the actual level it is obvious what
a tremendously powerful factor
television could be. It could pre-

sent information and training in
problems and issues of a civic na-

ture thus quickening and deepening our appreciation of our civic

responsibilities, which are all too
many times sadly lacking in us.
These are a few of the most im-

portant features which could be
brought into realities through the

(Turn to Page 20)
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@ “Use the atom bomb on those
dirty reds!” “They ought to shoot
every Commie in the United
States!” “Why doesn’t the government do something to stop the
Russians?” We hear these angry
shouts on every side. Our friends

Our Lady of Fatima foretold a
persecution of the Church. Look

and neighbors talk about it; the
papers print the latest Russian

constantly reading of Communism

aggression in big, bold type; Congress debates over the matter; and
the United Nations fight diplomatically to prevent a Third
World War.
But now let us consider the assuring words: “I come to ask the

consecration of Russia. If they
(the people of the world) listen
to my requests, Russia will be converted and there will be peace. If
not, she will scatter her errors

through the world, provoking wars

and persecutions of the Church.”
Yes, read those words over again;
weigh each statement carefully;

think of the promise and_ the
threat; then examine yourself and
the world around you.

Our Lady of the Rosary gave
that message to three little children on October 13, 1917 at the
Cova de Iria in Portugal. Lucy,

Jacinta, and Francisco suffered a

great deal because of the apparition of the beautiful lady in white.
Through ridicule, scoffing, punishment and incessant questioning,
the two girls and little boy remained firm in their faith in the

Lady of Fatima. News of the ap-

paritions

spread and after the

miracle of the sun the entire world
came to believe in her also.

The people of the whole world
now believe in Fatima, including
many of our non-Catholic friends.

Yet how many stop to think of the
purpose of these apparitions? Our

at the satellite countries of Russia,

where religion is being stamped
out of the lives of the people. Is
Russia spreading her errors? Even
here in the United States we are
in our government.

All peopleare hoping for peace.
Nations

are

negotiating

treaties

and alliances to attain peace. They

are building up huge military
forces to “keep the peace.” The
United Nations was formed ex-

pressly for the purpose of preventing future wars. And still there
are wars, even if they are not
named such. Certainly we cannot
say that the world is now at peace.
Let us start a new movement

for peace, a mass movement toward the Queen of Peace. Mary

gave us the only real assurance
we have of peace. Let’s take ad-

vantage of it! Our Lady told the
three children that we must pray
and do penance. Then let’s do it!
And when we have made it a
daily practice ourselves, let’s go

out and seek others to join the
cause of peace. Of course, some
will scorn us, but the three little

children also were mocked. Maybe that is part of the penance we
must endure. When enough of us

begin to pray to Mary, we shall
notice that the entire community
has turned to prayer. In time a
state and then a country will be
looking toward the Queen of
Peace for the help we need so
badly. Finally the entire world,
including Russia, will be too busy
praying to worry about waging
wars.
Does it seem impossible? Re-

member that Mary chose three
small children to spread the doc-

Lady did not appear merely to

trine of Fatima

spread her fame. No, she came to

world. And they succeeded! Re-

ask that we pray and do penance.
In return, she has promised peace.

throughout

the

solve now to make your battle
cry: “Prayer and Penance.”
The Exponent

‘Sixty Dedicated Years
By Jim Wilson

© Comparatively few people live
to celebrate sixty years of married
life. Now and then we find individuals blessed by God with numerous years in a chosen way of
life or profession.

genial disposition helped to unravel any tangles that might arise.
Students did not approach the
window of the treasurer’s office
fearing the meeting they were going to have with the treasurer.

On the campus of the University of Dayton we have a man
who is celebrating this year his

He was born in Pittsburg in
1876 and attended classes at St.
Michael School which was taught

sixty years in the Society of Mary.
He is Brother William Dapper,
S.M., retired treasurer of the University. He is not known to many
of the students, but he is about

by the Brothers. At the early age
of fourteen he came to the postulate of the Society of Mary and he
made his first religious profession

in 1893. In those far off days all

the campus observing the improvements made month after month to
make U. D. a bigger anda better
school.

of these places he was the prinHis long
stay here at U.D.
began in 1926 when he became
assistant treasurer. In 1934 he was
made treasurer and remained in

that position till his retirement in
1950.

As Brother Dapper looks

back over this span of thirty-five
years spent in the treasurer's office
he

remembers many faces

and

many instances.
And we will wager that many,

very many of the students over
that long period remember him,

too. And well they might remember him.

Over questions of fi-

nances trouble can arise very easi-

the departments of the normal
school were located in St. Joseph
Hall right here on the campus.
They were later moved to Mount
St. John in 1915. One of his early
assignments as a teacher was to
St. Mary School in Winnipeg in
Canada. He recalls some very un-

usual happenings of his Canada
days. The children would drive to
school in their dog sleds and during the class hours the dogs would
sleep around the big stove in the

class room.

Occasionally one or

two of the dogs would start a

fight that would interrupt the
class. The owners of the fighting
canines were the ones that had to
restore order.

proach, when dealing with the students in a business way. His kind-

In 1897 Brother Dapper went to
Paris for advanced studies in
mathematics at Stanislaus College,

October, 1953

and well it might be, because he
has always been known fora remarkable keenness of mind, an
equipment most suited for the
study of mathematics. Evidently
his mathematical training and his
keenness of mind were his most
valuable assets during his long
term as treasurer of the University
of Dayton.

of the first big changes was the

ly. But Brother Dapper had that
wonderful quality, ease of apness and his consideration and his

matics is probably his first love,

Since 1926 Brother Dapper has
been the witness of the phenomenal growth of the University. One

Brother Dapper has been associated with the University for a
long time. He taught here back
in 1916 for a short period and then
he was sent to St. Louis College in
Hawaii. His next assignments were
at St. James High School in San
Francisco and at Holy
Trini
High School in Brooklyn. In both

cipal.

which was under the direction of
the Society till the expulsion of the
religious orders in 1903. Among
all the branches of learning mathe-

Strange happenings

some sixty years ago.

removal of the high school to
Chaminade in 1927. In the same
year he saw the erection of the
Albert Emanuel Library, the gift
of an alumnus of the University,
Victor Emanuel, and named after
his father. He helped the University to carry on during the dark
days of the depression years, during which time there were onl

forty students

when

we

in Alumni

were

at

the

Hall
lowest

depths. The coeds came in 1935

and the home economics courses
were added about 1940. The war

years were lean years but with the
return of the veterans the day en-

rollment skyrocketed to an all time
high of twenty-five hundred students in 1948. With the building
of the Mechanical Engineering
building we bring to an end the
worries and responsibilities of Brother Dapper’s long tenure of office
as treasurer. He was spared the
duty of handling the money needed in the construction of the last
three buildings, the Fieldhouse,
the Reserved Officers’ Training
Corps building and the New Dor-

mitory, but his interest in these
(Turn to Page 20)
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@ “Hi, Seth.”
“Howdy, Slim.”

Seth Peabody stood at the foot
of the steps leading to the door of
the building. A black and white
plaque on the wall base carried
the legend, “Emil O. Maskus. Optometrist.”
“I just been to the eye-doctor,”
Seth said, buttoning his mackinaw
with square, strong fingers.
“C'mon over to the drug store
and set.”

The bell tinkled and Slim walked into the store. He was set on
“funnin ” Seth.

DIOGONES

“Not scared of the haunted mill,
are you?” Slim asked smiling with
his mouth.

By Jack Rice

“Yeah, I’m scared,” Seth said.
they behind the canned beans, or
on the shelf under them scythe
blades or up above the yard
goods?”
“Not behind the beans,” said the
voice.
ware section.

“Why not?” Slim started his easy
walk towards the drug store. The
weird green light from the store
window fell over the loafers, turning their hairy, muscular arms brilliant vermillion and making their
eyes sickly chartreuse.
“Got to get home, Slim.”
“But it is Sattiday night,” Slim
said a little anxiously. He wanted
to havea little fun with Seth.

“Ain't here, Charley,” said a female customer.

“Now

I

remember,”

Charley

said, snapping his fingers. He dove

under a table piled high with axe
handles. He shoved aside boxes of
fishing line, catnip, thread and
baseballs. He emerged sooty and
triumphant, bearing the lanterns
aloft.

“I got to get home, Slim.”

Seth clumped into the general
store. The bell of the door tinkled
prettily. The crowd of men around

the

“That'll be five twenty.”
“Put it on the books, Charley.
Ill see you at the end of the
month.” Seth buttoned his coat
mackinaw with one hand, stamped his corduroy-panted legs and
was gone, the bell tinkling after
him.
Slim watched him leave.
“Tll bet he is scared,” he said.
“Did you see his eyes when he
said that?”

Slim walked over to the yard
goods counter.

the store turned to see who came
in.

“Charley, I want to borrow some
muslin.”

“Howdy, Seth,” they chorused.

“But, Sint —. .. Charley spluttered.

“Howdy, boys.”
“What can I do for you, Seth?”
Charley Frank asked, wiping his
hands on his dirty apron. Charley
was the owner of the general

Illustration by Ned Ostendorf

“Now,

aint

that

purty,”

he

crowed.

store.

“Got any lanterns, Charley?”
“Sure, Seth. I got em here some-

place. Now let me see.” He put
his hand on his chin and absentmindedly began pulling at his chin
stubble.
“Over there behind them rubber
boots, ain't they, Charley?” someone behind the store said.

“Nope,” said Charley, “Them’s
He kept

tugging at his chin stubble. “Are
Page 6

Charley came back with
fueled lantern.

“I know a good way to find out
if he is scared or not,” Slim said.
He pointed to Jerry Ford. “You,
Jerry, go get your car started.”

“Okay, Seth,” Slim smiled.

just big truck flares.”

he said in a deadpan voice. His
eyes were flat and hard and cold.

“Here she is,” Charley beamed.

“Not here,” came from the hard-

“Naw, I can’t.”

“I'm scared of the haunted mill,”

“How much?” asked Seth.
“That'll be jest exactly four dollars and ninety-eight cents.”

“You got any kerosene for in it?”
“Thatll be ten cents more.”
Charley took the lantern into the
back room and filled it.

“Whatcha aimin’ to do, Seth?”
“Tm aimin’ to have a light

“I'm only borrowin’ it. You'll
get it back, don’t worry. And I will
tell you the very first thing what
happens.” He winked and grinned
suggestively.

“Okay,” Charley relented, “only
please don’t get it dirty, Slim.”
“Don't worry.” The bell tinkled
and he was gone.
Seth’s way lay four blocks along
streetlight-illuminated Main street

and three blocks downalightless
side

street.

The

street

curved

home.”

double just off of Main street, hiding all light behind the buildings.

“Not scared, are you?” came a
voice from behind the store.

It was just like walking into
darkened room.

a

The Exponent

Midway of the second block was

him, gave my name and told him

the haunted sawmill. In the daytime it was just an empty build-

I was ready to start my job. “Come

ing. But on a pitch dark night

PEOPLE

such as this, the wind and the

snow, if it truly was wind and
By Margaret Haley

snow, did strange things.
The empty sawmill came to life.
A discerning observer, who was
_brave enough to look, could see
strange white shapes ghosting

through empty windows, and fallen doorways suddenly filled. Of
course it was the snow, wasn’t it?
And voices roared there at night
when there was no wind.
Seth tried to fight these thoughts
out of his mind as he approached
the gloomy sawmill, the lantern
giving a feeble light on the snow-

packed road.

© Brother Tom, you told me to
just write “just anything” and give

it to you. In a way that is a hard
order. It wasn’t that I couldn’t
think of anything to write for a
great many ideas came to my
mind, but I discarded each one of
them as not exactly what I wanted. Then the thought occurred to
me, “They say that you should
write about what you know and
like.” Even that was a sort of

dead end, because I like so many
things. But to me the most inter-

Seth saw the yellow light of a

esting subject in the world is peo-

in Monday at ten,” he told me.
Honestly, Brother, I was thrilled.
I would graduate Sunday night
and start my new job Monday.
Brother, I was in Father’s office
before ten that morning. I was excited and eager to get started.
Father sent me down to see Mr.
Peckham. Pat Hickey took me

down and on the way we remem-

bered that we had gone to grade
school together. Remembering old

schoolmates took us all the way to

the project and when we got there
Pat introduced me to Mr. Peckham. He handed me a card to fill
out and then left. As I was sitting
there very quietly following instructions, a swarm of people went
rushing by. “Egad, what manner

of people is this,” I thought, “to
go rushing by in the middle of the
morning as if the closing whistle

car reflected on the road. He
stood at one side as it whizzed

had just blown?” By hint of var-

confidently past, metal weapon

ious inquiries they were calling
back and forth to each other, I

against spirit in the night. Then
he resumed his lively trudge. He
was almost to the sawmill now.

ply taking their ten o'clock break.

“Qwooo!” The voice cut the stillness of the night. Seth jumped.

and waited patiently for Mr. Peck-

“Owooo!” Seth jumped a second

time. He grew icy cold inside his
warm mackinaw.

“Owooo!” Seth stood still, the
lantern dangling forgotten, and
considered. He remembered the
lantern and lifted it above his
head, peering under it, trying to
penetrate the darkness. The shadows leaped back and away. Beyond the shadows was the whiteness. On every side was the whiteHess:

“Owooo!” Now the solider white
was in the middle of the road.
Seth took two tentative steps forward.
“Owooo!” The white shape held

(Turn to Page 21)
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After filling out the card I sat
ple and so I decided, “Why not
write about people?” Of course,
even that presents a problem, be-

cause there are a great many peo-

“Owooo!” It was a white shape
on the near side of the hood, a
solider white against a field of
white.

its ground, wavered
growing closer, closer.

soon gathered that they were sim-

forward,

ple whom I know and like. But
Brother, I don’t think I have ever
met any people whomIlike as well

as the people at U. D. So I’ve decided to write about those people.

I came to U.D. last spring to
see about obtaining a job here for
the summer. The first person I
met was Father Collins, or I guess
to be more explicit, his secretary.
But I soon got in to see him and

in my estimation, (pardon the
slang) he is a swell guy. Believe
me, I don’t mean to be disrespectful, but I really can’t think of a
better way to describe him. He
made me feel right at home and
gave me assurance of a job. But
for the next two months, of course,
I was busy getting myself out of
high school.

Around the first of June, following Father’s instructions, I called

ham to come back. For thirty
minutes, I sat and waited, buta little
less patiently I'm afraid. When he
came in I handed him the card
he had given me and which I had
so carefully filled out. Looking a
little surprised, he thanked me and
then said, “You didn’t have to wait
for me.”
“But I thought I was supposed
to start work today,” I stammered.
“Sorry,” he said, “but I haven't

any jobs or any room. I'll call you
this week.” And with that he dismissed me.
Maybe you can imagine how I
felt, Brother Tom. I was angry,
but mostly I was just plain disappointed. I went home and told
my parents and they said I should
be glad to have a vacation. Glad,
I thought. Ha!

Again I waited patiently for Mr.

Peckham. By Friday I was ready
to shoot him for he still hadn’t
called me. Okay, I thought, Ill
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call him. And believe me, I’m go-

that assumption when it is possible

ing to let him know I'm not especi-

to be talking to an instructor at
U.C.L. A. and he says, “Say, how
is so-and-so getting along at U. D.
He is doing great work with his
. . . department back there.” A
segment of the university structure
which is currently much reviled by
uninformed students.

ally happy about the whole thing.

I called him and told him my
name and reminded him I was still

waiting.

Pride in U. of D.

“Come in Monday at

By Jack Rice

eight,” was his brisk reply. I had
to laugh. Oh, well, I can always
get angry some other time.

Monday I reported and_ they

The much maligned appearance

of our noble campus has been a
sore spot with students and facul-

sent me over to Mr. Dunn. After
being introduced he asked me,

“Can you take shorthand?”

ty for lo! these many years. Ninety

per cent of the difficulty stems

“Oh, yes,” I said, “I’ve had two
years practice at that.”

from the fact that no one takes any

pride in the appearance of the

“Good,” he said, and when he
introduced me to Dick Hazen, he
said, “Here’s our stenographer.”

campus, says, “Look at that messy

lawn, will you?” and proceeds to
blaze a new trail to the library.

I want to tell youalittle secret,
Brother; I have taken shorthand
about three times since I started
working on the project and I could
have remembered every bit of
what they told me in my head.

After that things began to happen. I was introduced to, well at
the time, it seemed like scads of

people. I learned to tell them all
apart after a few days and then I
began to sort out personalities.
There were six girls besides myself, and I guess about eighteen
boys. We had five supervisors and
I never knew that bosses could be
so nice. Honestly, Brother, everyone down there is so swell. I
couldn't begin to tell you about all
of them. Such a bunch of wits as

we have down on the project. They

@ “Where are you from?”
This question posed to a U.D.
student visiting a foreign campus

immediately causes untold agony
to all. Observation, both personal
and indirect, indicates that the
U. D. student will react in one of
two ways.

He will dig his toe in the sand
and mumble something about

passing through on his way from
Cleveland. Or he will knot his
hairy, little fists and say something

like, “U.D. y’'wanta make somethin’ of it?”
Some of the more astute mem-

bers of the faculty had noted this
condition and delved into the

say that “laughter is the best medicine” and if that is the case, I
should live to be a hundred. I
never laughed so hard in my life
as I did this past summer. Don’t

sion boiled the causes down to
two: the fact that the majority of

get the wrong idea though. Grant-

the Miami Valley and the fact that

ed that none of us will ever die
from overwork, but we do accom-

plish a good bit. And we have fun,
believe me, we have fun.

Brother, I have only begun to
tell you about my pet subject, but

if I kept on this could turn into a
book. I hope I haven't been telling

causes for it. Intra-faculty discusthe students are from Dayton or

they take no pride in the appearance of “that dirty old school.”
There is no remedy to the first
cause unless the students wish to
move two or three thousand miles

away and commute. It is mainly a
psychological thing, anyhow, car-

rying out the old tradition that

tales, but I enjoy writing so much

when you go to college, you go

that I forget myself. Thanks for

“away.”

U.D.’s fame extends a

A little consideration anda little
politeness pay big dividends in the
appearance of the campus. Such
small things as walking on the

sidewalks instead of being a trail
blazer or taking a couple of extra
steps to put the bubble gum
wrapper in the waste can instead
of on the floor, if practiced by
everyone, would result in a neater,
cleaner looking campus.
“But the buildings are so old!”
So they are, but William & Mary
and Washington & Lee have been
in existence about seventy-five

more years than U.D. and their

buildings look it.

Age does not

necessarily denote infirmity in this

matter of college architecture. The
plant at a certain southern univer-

sity is oh so modernistic with acres
of glass in the walls and sweeping
steel beams in the best Hollywood
tradition of modernism. Instructors there still talk about the time
they had to close during the hurricane season because of the terrific
amounts of air that were let in
around the supposedly weatherstripped windows.
So this lack of pride comes from

lack of knowledge of the true
stature of U. D., of the condoning
of the appearance of the campus,

the belief that age denotes oldfashionedness rather thana tradi-

little way beyond the confines of

tion to be proud of.

this and I hope Ill be hearing

the great Miami Valley.

from you soon.

this writer feels safe in making

“Will it continue?”
know the answer.

giving me the opportunity to write
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At least,

Only you
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Surveying the Current Scene
By The Staff
@ The University of Dayton begins a new year with a big number of new students and with many
of the old ones on the campus
again. And then we have a new
president also. We welcome Father
Andrew Seebold to the University
as our new president and we hope
and pray that under his direction
the University will continue to

serve the City of Dayton in particular, and the public in general,
by producing young men and women imbued with the highest
ideals. And we wish Father George
Renneker, our former president,
success in his new position as the
superior of the Mount Saint John

Look around the campus and
discover for yourself the numerous extra-curricular activities at

the University. Suppose you are
altruistic and desire to help the
students: join the spirit committee.

For fun and enjoyment attend the
hangar gatherings at the Loretta.

If you want to write you have
the Exponent, the U. D. News and
the Daytonian. The band and the
chorus will serve as outlets for
lovers of music. The Blue Grass,
the Knickerbocker Club and
Cleveland Club are organized by
students from Kentucky, New

you and all the students and all
the faculty of the University.
=

*

2

Last August two of the Marianist members of the University of
Dayton faculty celebrated the
silver jubilee of their religious profession. They are Brother James
Kline, purchasing agent for the
school, and Brother Vincent Wottle of the department of chemisty.
Brother Kline came to the Society from Akron, Ohio. As a
Marianist he taught in Brooklyn,
Washington, and Puerto Rico.

During the past seven years here
at U. D. he has cared for the material needs of the faculty and stu-

Normal school, located just five
miles east of the University cam-

dents. You will see him busy every
day in the buyer’s office on the

pus.

first floor of St. Mary Hall.

Young folks starting out on a
new undertaking get all kinds of
advice from their elders and some
of them resent being preached to.
We just want to welcome all the
students, new and old, back to
U. D. and we hope that this year
will be most successful from every
angle of student endeavor.
To the freshmen we express the

hope that you will like the University and that you will stay with

us here on the campus for four
full years and graduate in 1957.

That looks like a long way off right
now but the years get around fast,
especially if they are used to good

advantage. To all the freshmen
we would say, don’t waste any
time in getting

started in

Brother Wottle is a native of
Cincinnati. After a short teaching

period in some of the high schools
York and Cleveland. The _intramurals afford much amusement
and physical exercise. If you are
interested in an academic club ask

the professor in your particular
jeld. He or she will be happy to
direct you. Also remember that
the chapel is in the middle of the
campus. Your Best Friend stays
there day and night for you to
come and see Him and tell Him
that you love Him and want to
serve Him, and that you are eternally grateful to Him for the great
gift of a college education in a
school like U. D. Ask Him to bless

of the Cincinnati Province of the
Society he was assigned to the faculty of the University where he

has spent the major portion of
his teaching career. Two years
ago he was awarded his doctorate

in chemistry by the Ohio State
University.

We offer our congratulations to
Brother Kline and to Brother Wot-

tle for having completed twentyfive years in the cause of the education of youth. They have both
performed well in a noble field of
endeavor, and as they look back
over a quarter of a century of

achievement they are grateful to

your

the Master of the Harvest for

class work. Learn early how to

Welcome

having invited them to work in

Students

years in His service, and may Our

Old and New

they continue to do battle as her

crack those books and especially
stay with them and you will be a
success. You have often heard it

said that a person with average
intelligence who works hard will

come out on top. That is what
you all desire to do and we wish
you the best of luck.
October, 1953

that harvest. May that Master
grant them many more fruitful
Blessed Mother obtain for them
great peace and happiness while

soldiers in her own Society of
Mary.
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JUST RELAX
By James Enon

@ Johnny Burger sat on the
bench shivering—not from the
cold but from something within
him. He wasa nice looking kid
with blond, crew-cut hair and a
stolid German face. At about five
foot eight or nine and one hundred
sixty-five pounds he was not quite
as large as the average lineman.
For a freshman, though, he was
well developed. No one but Johnny knew what was troubling him.
But Johnny knew — he was scared.
Regularly Johnny would not have
had any cause for worry since he
was only third-string center, but
at practice scrimmage the Wednesday before the first string center had pulled a leg ligament and
disabled himself for the rest of
the football season. Now only one
man stood between Johnny and
the Tigers of Piketon High. Piketon had always been the traditional rival of Plainfield. The businessmen of the two towns had formed
their separate boosters clubs and
actually it was they who kept alive
the enmity which is necessary for
the survival of a traditional football rivalry. Piketon was favored
this year by at least thirteen
points. So far in the season they
had won five out of five while
Plainfield had won only three out
of six. Furthermore Piketon boasted of a candidate for all state honors by the name of George Hill
whose misleading nickname was
Tiny.

Piketon won the toss and elected to receive. Bob Ashly, Plainfield’s fullback, kicked deep into
Piketon territory. Piketon’s safety
man received the kick and picked
up eleven yards before he was
forced out of bounds on his own

ty-nine yard line before losing the
ball on a fumble. Tom Brooks,
Plainfield’s quarterback sent both
ends wide and handed off to the
left-half, Jerry Dean, who tried to
gain some yardage over right
tackle. Piketon’s line held — they
were going to be hard to fool. It
was now second and twelve. On
the bench Johnny Burger could
feel his stomach muscles begin to
tighten. Brooks faded to his left,

got good protection and tossed a
long pass down the center intended for the right-half, Chuck Mey-

er. Meyer went high into the air
with the Tiger's star, George Hill,

to try for the ball. The home crowd
moaned as Hill knocked the pass
harmlessly to the ground. It was
now third down and twelve yards

to go for a first down. What would
Brooks call next? Brooks was piled up on his own nineteen yard
line. The coach of the Piketon
team was furiously stomping up
and down the sidelines. His team
had been the victim of the old
Statue of Liberty play. Chuck
Meyer had more than made up for
dropping the last pass. He had
taken the ball into Piketon terri-

tory for a gain of thirty-seven

vards. This run seemed to be just
the shot in the arm that the Plainfield eleven needed. They went on
to eat up the distance to the goal
in five more plays. Brooks went
back to try the kick for the extra
point. The pass from center was

high, right in Brooks’ arms in fact.

He caught the ball and before he
had time to collect his wits he was
smothered by half of the Piketon
line. On the side lines Johnny
Burger felt a cold sweat break out
on his forehead. What if he had
been the one that had made that

bad pass from center? It could
have been he.

The two teams lined up for the
kick-off. Ashly’s kick was taken on
the Piketon twelve yard line by

Hill who proceded to show why
he was a candidate for all state
honors. It would be a gross under-

statement to say that he made the
Plainfield defense look weak. He
made it look sick. At least three
times everyone watching was sure
that he was downed but each time
he reversed his field and kept go-

ing. Bob Ashly finally pulled him
down on the Plainfield seven yard
line. The end of the first quarter
sounded. On the next play Hill
went off left guard for seven yards
and a touchdown. He then kicked
the extra point to make the score
seven for Piketon and six for Plainfield. It began to look as if Mr.
Hill was going to whip the Plainfield team by himself. In the remainder of the first half Piketon
went on to increase their lead to
fourteen points. George Hill had
scored two touchdowns and set up
a third in the second quarter. Hill
had made two out of three conversions attempted. At half time
the score was Piketon twenty,
Plainfield, six.
As Plainfield filed into the dressing room at half time the coach
looked worried. The managers
went from player to player look-

ing for injuries and passing out
cold towels and fresh chewing
gum. Johnny Burger sat off by
himself in one corner. He looked
anxiously at Don Ward who had
played the whole first half at cen-

ter without relief. Don looked very
tired; he lay on one of the training benches with his head covered

seventeen yard line. Johnny Burger breathed a sigh of relief. For

with one of the managers’ towels.

the moment he was safe.

Operat-

thoughts were. Was Don ever scar-

ing from the single wing formation

ed like Johnny- How had Don

the Piketon Tigers picked up four

felt after he made that bad pass

first downs to the Plainfield twen-

which cost the team an extra point
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Johnny

wondered

what

Don’s
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in the first quarter? What if Johnny had been the one who had
made the bad pass? How would
the rest of the team feel? How
would his dad feel? Johnny felt
sick. The coach had been talking.
Something about how the team
had proved that they could score
on Piketon in the first quarter. He
was suggesting some plays for
Tom Brooks to call in the second
half. Tom just nodded. Johnny
noticed that Tom seemed too tired
to waste effort on speech when a

bob of his head would do just as
well. Johnny felt guilty for being
fresh and untired. The coach was
saying, “Remember this game is
only half over. Anyone can win.”
With a shout as from one gigantic

throat they jumped up and ran for
the tunnel to the stadium. Johnny
found himself beside the coach
who said, “Better warm up, Burger—Don’s beginning to look pretty
tired. Ill probably put you in
soon.” Johnny’s “yes, sir” was almost inaudible.
The Plainfield team played inspired ball in the third quarter
scoring two touchdowns and converting after both of them. But
the Piketon eleven had not con-

ceded the game by any means.
They had moved the ball the
length of the field ona series of
plays in which Hill figured heavily. Their quarterback sneaked for

Mountain Climbing in Hawaii
By Thomas Spring

@ I don't know how many MidWesterners have ever done any
mountain climbing. Except for the
rises and falls in the Ohio landscape, they haven’t much to climb
around home. On a Greyhound
bus in Texas, I once met a woman
from Illinois who wouldn’t believe
me when I told her that the sand
dunes we were passing were not
mountains. She was_ speechless
when we hit the southernmost and
lowest tip of the Rockies in New
Mexico.

one peak called Kaala, highest on
the island of Oahu having only
some four thousand feet of its nose
in the air. It is located toward
the northeast tip of Oahu and lies
in the ancient Waianae range. This
range of mountains has smoothed
out its rough edges during the
passing eons and rolls up to the
heights of Kaala along humpbacked ridges which radiate from
it as spokes from a wheel.

Our party of some twenty per-

Our mountains in Hawaii are
really that. In the largest island
of the group, Hawaii, are the
highest peaks. They tower some
thirteen thousand seven hundred

feet into the sky. Moana Loa (Big
Mountain) and Mauna_ Kea
(White- topped Mountain) are
their names. Mauna Kea is called

white-topped because of the cap
of snow she wears during the winter months. These are the Hawaiian giants and climbing is not necessary as the ascent can be made
by car and mule.

the score, but they failed to make
the point. At the end of the third
quarter the score boara read Piketon twenty-six, Plainfield twenty.
Late in the fourth quarter Hill
was piled up by several Plainfield

players. He fumbled and Plainfield recovered on their own fortythree yard line. But Don Ward

sons attacked the mountain from
the northeast. We were dressed in
khakis, tennis shoes and tee shirts.
I was typical with two peanut but-

ter-and-jelly sandwiches in my
hand and a pint syrup bottle full
of water slung on my belt.
We started up the grassy slopes
of a hill, climbed a few fences and
finally got into the wilderness.
Talking soon stopped along the
line as air was conserved for

breathing purposes alone. The first
brush wasn’t so bad and we pushed through it easily. After a brief
respite at a clearing, where we
viewed the valley from which we
were ascending, we found our way
through lantanus, a thick, thorny,
close-growing shrub. Many of us
received scratches on our hands
and bare arms. All had holes and
rips in their khakis.

Not noted for its dryness, the

was hurt on the play. He was ly-

Hawaiian weather had a washing
down for us. It felt good at the
time, but when the squall passed

ing there motionless. “Burger!”
The dreaded moment had come

for Johnny.

scaler. In particular, there is the

He scooped up his

and old Sol came out to steam the

helmet and ran to the coach’s side.

wet earth, we became wetter in

“O.K. Johnny. I’m depending on

our own perspiration than we had
been in the rain.

you. Think sharp. Tom Brooks is

a fine quarterback; he'll take care
of you.” Johnny found himself out
on the field calling a huddle.
“Everything O.K., Johnny?” Tom

Illustration by Ned Ostendorf

There

are

smaller

peaks

on

asked. “S-swell,” came the reply.

smaller islands that present prob-

(Turn to Page 20)

lems of their own to the mountain
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It was soon after this that we
came into a swamp. The mud
oozed over the tops of our shoes

and sucked slurpily at them as we
(Turn to Page 21)
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ome
Edited by Elizabeth McAdam

The Broken Tree
I walked upon a wooded hill today
And saw a broken tree. A ragged rent,
Fresh made, had split its mighty trunk; and, bent
Unnaturally, its schismed section lay
In helpless freedom. Lightning, formed, they say
By certain difference too fully pent
Between the earth and sky and sharply sent
In flame, its unity and form did slay.
Here nature sought a balance and relieved
Its clamoring in searing compromise.
The sudden fury of that awful flash
Destroyed. And what had once in union cleaved
Is broken now and always. Mute, it cries
Against the blind, precipitated clash.
—John Stanley.

Love Song
I cannot write an ending to this song
That spun so brilliantly and warm
In each hour of my day, for even now
It whispers where it does not dare to be.
The song is a fragile thing, too easily transposed
To a key where I cannot reach, or transcribed
To a fullness my soul could never play.
I find my melody in simple things:
In a single string plucked sweetly
And drawn to its finest tone with a sure touch.
—Peggy Kaye.

Brown Leaves
I shudder as I feel the wintry shrouds
Around me fold in sharp caress.
The piercing winds, the falling leaves,
The dying greenery of the flowers

That late adorned my garden wall.
The dainty four o’clocks are shriveled, cold.
The roses bow their brown dead buds

That never bloomed to grace the lawn
With red, disarming beauty.
From ’cross the field I see the squall,
That fast approaches me through space.
I see the flittering flakes of snow
That batter ’gainst the gate.
The giant windmill at my pasture fence,
Creaks and groans in agonizing song
As if lamenting, too, intruding winds,

So foreign to the summery breeze.
Page 12

The world has just turned cold and grey.
Oh, how I long for rays of sun,
And trees of green, and roses red
To grace my garden wall.
But all is gone, wilted, withered,
Cast aside by frigid blasts.
I cry to see the death of all I love,
Green to brown, petals drop, summer gone.
—Robert F. Wood.

Pursuit
A quick, black flash crossed o’er my lawn,
With ears laid low and fur askew.
The prey was gone.
The black thing leaped and scratched the bark,
And then returned to take its place
Close to my side.
Its long tongue lolled from out its mouth,
And satisfaction beamed from eyes.
The king still reigned.
—Robert F. Wood
&

&

&

OnAnchindiGclaunatee
O arched colonnette, whose bright array
Rivals Aurora’s flowing gown; can man
That azure sphere attain which thou dost span
This eve? Those myriad droplets came with day
And each, a tiny are the sun’s bright rays
Reflected, ’till that orb with stern command
Came forth: and wid’ning pools were still; as Pan
Came through the dewy grass again to play.
Thy radiance a moment doth suffuse
The blue, but as fair Juno’s courier
Returns again you’ve fled. Must we then lose
Our way, though she that are did not demur

When now in imitation of the Muse
That beauty doth aspire, enticed by Her.
—Elizabeth McAdam.

Sunrise at Sea
Far out at sea the sun is sailing
A ship of fire in a sparkling sea.

Up, up it seals all red and glowing
Dripping with lustrous lambency.

—Roy George.
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Lest We Forget
. By a Staff Member
@ On the Friday after Ascen-

life with the possibility of many

They in turn did not fail the con-

sion Thursday last May the tolling of the chapel bell about fourthirty in the afternoon gave the
signal that the angel of death had
visited the University campus.

years of useful labor in the divi-

fidence he placed in them. I say
this not because Brother Saletel

Students and faculty questioned
each other and the news passed
rapidly from mouth to mouth that
Brother Louis Saletel, S.M., dean
of the division of science, died
very suddenly in the laboratory on
the third floor of St. Mary Hall
while conversing with a faculty
member of his division. To those
who were aware of his physical
condition his death was not a complete shock because he had been
partly hospitalized to the school
infirmary for some weeks before
he died. He was first stricken with
a heart attack about a year and
a half before his death but he
continued active in his work as
dean, as his health would permit.

sion of science when he was stricken with the ailment that caused

his death. He possessed the qualities that make a person an excellent administrator. His students
counted on him for direction and
advice in their numerous problems
and “Doc,” as they fondly called
him, was always ready to listen to
their tales whatever they might be.
His even temper, good judgment,
intelligent understanding of the
problems of youth and his will-

ingness to work were the qualities

ciety of Mary. After completing
city he came to the postulate of
the Cincinnati province of the So-

ciety located at Mount Saint John
close to the University. He made
his first religious profession in
1924 and after his graduation from
the University of Dayton he taught
for a few years.
In 1933 his superiors sent him to
the University of Fribourg in
Switzerland for advanced studies

and four years later he received
his doctorate in geology. Since the
return from abroad he was on the

faculty of the University till the
time of his death, first as professor
and later as dean.

section of his division, but because
of the: difficulties connected with

getting into medical schools.

Brother Saletel was a religious

educator in the Society

of Mary.

He gave himself with his talents

and many gifts (he had a magnificent singing voice and a remarkable skill

with the

organ

and

piano) to the service of God and
the Blessed Mother for the educa-

tion of youth in the paths of good-

ness.

He dedicated himself com-

pletely, and irrevocably to. the
Blessed Mother by the vow of stability which the members of the
Society ‘make. His whole life was

spent working for her. And St. Bernard said that a servant of Mary

shall never perish. A person who

Brother Saletel was born in
Cleveland, Ohio, forty-eight years
ago and attended St. Peter’s School
which had been directed for many
years by the Brothers of the So-

his grammar school in his native

had any partiality towards any

that made him the unusually successful dean that he was. As Father
Friedel said in the funeral oration -

“There was not a lazy bone in his
body.”. He loved to work and to
work for the students of his divi-

sion, and that is why they loved
him and mourned so deeply over
his passing. This unselfish sacrificing of himself even in the face
of death will be remembered in

devotes himself completely to the
service of Ma
that he might
assist her in her task of bringing
souls to -her divine Son certainly
deserves the title: of servant of
Mary. Doc knew rightalong that
as far as his health was concerned
he was: treading.on thin ice, hence
it is quite natural that he often
thought of Mary’s goodness in remembering those of her Society
who spend years in teaching and
directing: youth in the ways of

God.

May the Good Lord give

him a place in the kingdom where
those that instruct others unto justice shall. shine-as the stars for all

the years to come by the students

eternity.

>of the science division who received their training at U.D.
under Dr. Saletel. Perhaps the
alumni who will have the most
enduring remembrance of him will
be the ones who went on to medical school. He was particularly

Perhaps one of these days his
students will place a plaque in his
memory in the corridor of the
third floor of St. Mary’s Hall, next

to the plaque of his predecessor,

Brother Fancis Molz, who= also
died very suddenly in 1946. Dr.

The death of Brother Saletel was

concerned about their entrance

Saletel directed the placing of the

a great loss to the University of

into medical schools and the suc-

plaque: in memory of Dr.

Dayton. He was in the prime of

cess in their professional studies.

October, 1953

Molz.

(Turn to Page 14)
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Down Cincinnati Way
By Suzanne Connolly

' @ It was the hottest five days
of the year, the last week of August, and over four hundred college students from all over the
nation sought refuge from the heat
and humidity in an air-conditioned
hotel in Cincinnati. The students
represented many states and numerous colleges. Their differences

were manifested in various ways—

the quick, curt accent of the New

Yorker, the appealing drawl of the
Texan, the short bob of the eastern

girls, the colorful, Spanish-style
dress of those from the Southwest.
Yet each had come with a common goal in mind; all had the
same basic ideas instilled within
them. They represented the best
that American Catholic colleges
had to offer as individuals and as
leaders.

For them it was a chance to air

their ideas, combine them with
others, mold them, and present

them to the world as the voice of

the educated young Catholic adult.

For us, observers, it was a revela-

tion. It was awe-inspiring to see

‘a man, twenty-two years old, pre-

side over this large group, staying
always

in

complete

control

of

every situation, speaking strongly,

confidently, yet in soft tones, applying the principles of parlia-

mentary procedure with the ease

and efficiency of an expert. It was

magnificent to be a spectator at
this scene where such “ordinary,”

fun-loving young people became

the expositors of extraordinary pro-

found ideas.
This was the annual convention
of the National Federation of

Catholic College Students. Perhaps

you, as I in the beginning, find

these words to be an insufficient
explanation for such a congrega-

tion and its purpose. Even after
brief discussions on the theory of
the organization and its workings
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through co-curricular activities, I
found myself wondering—What is
its concrete aim? — Where is it going? At the end of the five days I
hadaclear, if not a detailed, view
of the goal and methods of the
Federation.

al political conventions. We heard

Each day was filled with activity — Mass in the morning, meetings of individual committees, and
the plenary sessions, which the entire group attended. Everything

from agriculture to foreign policy,
put into “practice,” and its effect

took place in the hotel, and most
of us were content to limit our
sight-seeing to short jaunts from
the cool confines of the Gibson to
some air-conditioned restaurant

close-by. The week was by no
means void of deviation or entertainment. No one was bored, disgusted, or disappointed. There
were discussions, disagreements,

elections (in which some won and
some lost). There was singing and
dancing and much laughter. There
were people — all kinds, and each
was special; each had something
to offer.
Most of them were not “Goodygoodies” or brainy snobs. They
were just like yourself. They were
serious-minded when the_ issue
called for concentration and judgment. They were perhapsalittle
more conscious than many, of the
responsibilities and duties which
we all have. They were gay and
carefree and very normal. These
were the conclusions which we
drew from our observation.
This is what we observed.
We saw a huge room filled with
men and women who were carrying on a meeting, the conducting
of which could compare with, if

not surpass, the sessions of nation-

intelligent persons speak with complete understanding on such subjects as interracial justice, international relations, principles of
student government, etc. We saw
the “preachings,” for Christian attitude and outlook in everything

shown by the comments of the

maids,

elevator

operators,

and

others who were watching from
the sidelines. The last evening
there we went to a banquet and
listened to the delegates who were
far from home sing, “California
Here I Come,” and those who
were not so far, sing the Notre
Dame Victory March. During the
Seton Hall Alma Mater song, we
glanced proudly at our small Day-

ton U. pennant which hung beneath their tremendous banner.
We felt the walls shake with the
cheers and songs of every Catholic
college represented.
When the gaiety subsided, the
Archbishop rose to say the grace
before the meal. The walls did
not tremble now. We heard no
cheering, only the droning voices

of the people we had learned to
respect so much, their heads bowed in prayer.
«

e
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LEST WE FORGET
(Continued from Page 13)
The title of Dr. Molz’s plaque is
“Lest We Forget.” The Exponent
is happy to present this small
tribute to the memory of Brother
Louis Saletel who made the Uni-

versity of Dayton a more pleasant
place because he lived here and
who caused the division of science
to function quite effectively dur-

ing the seven years that he was
dean. God rest his generous soul.
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Educator'z Took
Janette Stetson, Editor

Education students are invited to contribute to the “Nook.”

What Is FTA?
@ Someone has described our
present era as the age of the alphabet, for it has become common

practice to reduce names of any
and every organization to its diminutive alphabetical size. The or-

ganization known as The Future

Teachers of America is no exception and consequently in abbreviated parlance we call it the FTA.
“But,” you may ask, “what kind
of outfit is this Future Teachers of
America?” In its essentials it can
be described as a corps of education students who unite on a professional basis. On our own cam-

pus this union takes the form of a
Chapter which is affiliated with
the National Education Association and with the Ohio Education Association. It is called the
Fulton J. Sheen Chapter of the
FTA since by majority vote of the
numbers, his excellency, Bishop

Fulton J. Sheen was adopted as
patron of the Chapter. This adoption was made in recognition of
Bishop Sheen as a zealous exemplar of the GREAT TEACHER
and because he represents the lofty
spirit and high purpose of Chris-

tian education to which the Chapter endeavors to dedicate itself.
The FTA in general is designed
to bring the future teacher into
more intelligent participation and
active membership in professional
organizations; it also tries to acquaint him with the goals of a
united profession. It is the conviction of many educators that students who have had FTA experience are almost sure to be stronger

The Sheen FTA Chapter on our

campus is certainly not a “blindalley” organization getting the student nowhere after he graduates.
On the contrary, it is one of the

greatest opportunities ever afforded the preparing teacher for his
role as leader in his chosen field.
Among other things, through active

membership in our FTA Chapter
education students can gain the
art of “organized cooperation” so
plentifully provided through the
Chapter’s varied activities.
In becoming a member of an
FTA Chapter, the student automatically becomes an_ associate
member in the National Education
Association and the Ohio Education Association. He receives the

NEA Journal and the official publication of the state association,
Ohio Schools. Opportunity is pro-

vided for participation in both
these associations. This helps to
orient the future teacher into his

profession and to develop professional attitudes. Members are called on to assume pre-teaching responsibilities. A great deal of practical experience is gained in teacher citizen relationships. All in all,
you can see that there is room for

much personal growth by belonging to such an organization.
As stated by Theodore Roosevelt, “Every man owes some of his
time to the up-building of the
profession to which he belongs.”
Education students who are seriously intent on teaching have an
obligation.

FTA HAPPENINGS

ber, S.M., State Advisor; Karl Gurokovich, President; Bill Melvin,
Vice-President; Jan Stetson, Secretary, and Juanita Richardson,
Treasurer. The first item on the
agenda was the revision and
strengthening of the state constitution. The revised constitution

will be presented to the state chapters for approval at our annual fall
meeting of the Ohio FTA Chapters
on October 24.
The feasibility of a state newsletter was discussed at this time.

Its main purpose would be to keep
the chapters informed as to what
was transpiring on the state level.
MramMr BeEacH, FLORIDA, was
host to the FTA Leadership Conference which was held in conjunction with The National Commission on Teacher Education and

Professional Standards and the National Education Association Convention. FTA’ers from forty-four

states were in attendance, thus
setting a new record at the National Conference. Karl Gurokovich, president of the U. D. Chapter, served as delegate from Ohio
at this conference. The experience
gained will be of great value to
both the local and state chapters.
WILMINGTON COLLEGE was our
next step in bringing the above
mentioned newsletter closer to reality. Bro. Louis Faerber, S.M., state
advisor; Karl Gurokovich, president, and Jan Stetson, secretary,
met with the state editor, Marilyn
Gast, to discuss the publishing of
such a newsletter. It was decided
that the newsletter would be distributed three times per year. The
first edition will appear this month.

and more professional teachers.
They enjoy the opportunities of
exercising their professional privileges early in their career. It is felt

BowLinc GREEN STATE UNIVERsiry was the site of the first cabadministration of the Association

St. MARY OF THE SPRINGS requested assistance in the organiza-

that the future leaders of the

of Ohio FTA Chapters.

Those

tion of their own FTA Chapter. An

teaching profession will most like-

present were Dr. John Gee, State

informal meeting was held in Co-

ly emerge from FTA ranks.

Cordinator; Brother Louis Faer-

(Turn to Page 20)
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inet meeting last May of the new
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a Editorial Comment....
WELCOME, FATHER SEEBOLD
e@ Father Andrew Seebold, S.M., the new presi-

dent of the University, has, as the expression so aptly

making them more cautious and therefore more difficult for the legitimate law enforcers to apprehend.

Nobody, but nobody in the law enforcement

has it in show business, “a tough act to follow.” We

field, from a small town cop to one of the FBI gents,
likes to do his work with a lot of fanfare, lest one

and his job. He has bitten off quite a bit of work
for one man.

fine day he encounter a projectile with his name

have every bit of respect in the world for the man

But Father Seebold follows in the steps of a man

under whose leadership the present building program,

which will almost completely renovate the entire
school, was initiated. About the only thing more
dramatic that he can do is to grow a set of wings
and fly around the campus like a lesser angel.

_.. We are confident that Father Seebold will prove

as competent in his capacity as president of this

university as anyone. May we as spokesman for the

university wish Father Seebold every success, and

hope that he and the University will continue, as it
has in the past, to grow in the future.

BIG JOE, LITTLE MENACE?
© Much in the news of late, one Joseph McCarthy, Republican Senator from Wisconsin, has
managed to stir up quite a furor. In succession he

printed legibly thereon. It just isn’t healthy. It stands
to reason, therefore, that were the noble Senator
intent upon doing his ostensible job, namely rooting

out the commies, he wouldn't be engaged in a perpetual rhubarb.
His rhubarb extends to the working press, too, in

that he has repeatedly quoted them out of context,
which is just about the worst way in the world to
make friends.
;

In summing up, we may quote from McCarthy’s
past performances in agitating inside the government, in employing accusations, in quoting out of
context, and of doing the whole business with fanfare.
We may reasonably assume, therefore, that big
Joe is not so much out detecting Commies as he is
grandstanding for the folks back home in Wisconsin.
And we make the humble suggestions, in conclusion, that the Senator belongs just there, in Wisconsin.

has caused major shakeups or policy changes in the

State Department, the Justice Department, the Voice

of America; he has raised quite a commotion in the
FBI and among American clergy.

The avowed purpose of all this agitation is the
detection of Communism in America. Being garbed
in the protective cloak of congressional immunity, being in an organization which dotes on investigating
committees, and being headline conscious,McCarthy

has gone strong on the detecting business, out-Sher-

locking our friend in the deerstalker cap in such
diverse watering places as the movie colony, the bor-

‘oughs around Manhattan, and the nation’s capitol.

The Honorable Gentleman from Wisconsin has
admirable motives, but like the little boy who tried to
carry water in a sieve, his method is slightly wrong.

McCarthy employs the shotgun method of accusa-

tion, in the hope that in the melee one or two persons

may actually be Communists. This method, of course,
does rather great harm in that it spreads a general

alarm among those agents still in general practice,
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THE MARIAN YEAR
@ The Holy Father has called upon Catholics

all over the world to join in celebrating the centennary of the proclamation of the Immaculate Conception. The appeal of the Pope was contained in
a letter sent to the Bishops in all dioceses announcing

that the Marian year would begin in December,
1953 and end in December, 1954. Pope Pius asked
Catholics in this letter to pray for the many needs
of people today.
On December 8, 1854 Pope Pius IX proclaimed
the infallible doctrine that the Blessed Virgin “in the

first moment of her conception was, by the singular
grace and privilege of Almighty God, in view of the
merits of Jesus Christ, the Savior of the human race,
preserved exempt from all stain of original sin.”

The papal encyclical of Pius XII entitled “Fulgens Corona” (The Radiant Crown) declares that
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this Marian Year should help to stimulate in people
a strong devotion to the Blessed Mother and encourage them to imitate her virtues. The Pope desires
us to pray for the return of all men to Christ by
observing his precepts, the return of peace, charity
and justice among men, and the restoration of peace
to the church in countries where the Church is being
persecuted. In this encyclical of about five thousand
words we find the hope expressed that the celebrations of this year will “bring about most desired and
salutary fruits which all of us long for.”
Of special interest to us should be the appeal
of the Holy Father that we pray for the spiritual and
moral welfare of the youth of the world, and that
domestic life “may be conspicuous for inviolate faithfulness, and that it may flourish through the proper
and saintly education of its children, and be strength-

ened by true concord and mutual help.”
In reference to the evils in the world today, the
Pope writes: “Once holy religion is rejected, once
the Divine Will is ignored, it is plain that laws and

3.

Don't talk back to upperclassmen during Freshman Week unless:

(a) You like to hold your teeth in your hand.
(b) You don’t sicken at the sight of blood,

your blood.
4.

Don't cut classes, chapel, or assembly unless:

(a) You can bring the plaster cast to show
the dean.
(b) You can bring the coroner’s certificate to
show the dean.

5. Buy a Daytonian unless:
(a) You don’t care who the cute blonde is in
English 101.

(b) You don’t want to prove that you did go
to college. My kids didn’t believe it until
I showed them the picture in the yearbook. Yours will be the same.

public authority have little or no value. Then again,
once hope and expectation of eternal reward are lost

through those fallacious doctrines, men will greedily
and without restraint seek the things of earth, covet
their neighbors goods and take them by force as often

as opportunity is given.”

Our world troubles,

our personal and_ local

troubles are caused by the lack of religion in the
hearts of people. Only the restoration of the love for
God in the hearts of men will change this sad
situation. Ask the Blessed Mother in this Marian

year to help us make this world once more a peaceful and happy one.

A WORD TO THE WISE AND
THE FRESHMEN
@ You, the freshman class, are entering a noble

institution. These few words of advice may help you.
1.

Don’t talk back to the teacher unless:

(a) You like the Army.
(b) You have ten thousand dollars in your
pocket in ones and fives with which to

bribe the teacher.
(c) The teacher is your father-in-law.
(d) The teacher is your father.

2.

Stand well back from the fountains when you

get a drink unless:

(a) You like showers with your clothes on.
October, 1953

ALL SAINTS DAY
@ November 1 we celebrate All Saints Day,
venerating all those who reside in Heaven. It had
its origin in the early Pagan rites, which in the
seventh century were Christianized by Pope Boniface
IV, and consecrated to the Virgin Mary and all the

martyrs. Gregory IV first made the day a feast of

obligation. All Saints Day each year helps to remind
us of the virtues and rewards of saintliness per se.
In this crass commerical world of today perhaps we
can be reassured of the spiritual benefits that we

derive from practical Christianity. Aside from ful-

filling a binding obligation and gaining indulgences
for the poor souls in purgatory, by this small bit of
aggressive Christianity we help to promote the cause

of world peace. And God knows that we need that.
—Jack Rice.
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Eprrep sy ANNE FLYNN

WELCOME FROM THE DEAN OF WOMEN

EDITOR’S NOTE

Dear Girls:

@ Welcome to the pages of “Coeds’ Comer” all
women students! To the freshmen and transfer students we say “Welcome aboard,” and to the sophs,
and upper-classmen we again say “Welcome back.”

@ Traditionally each fall the Dean of Women
extends a general greeting through The Exponent,

not only to freshmen and transfer students but also
to returning upper classmen.

College years have a way of passing very quickly
—too quickly at times. Only yesterday, it seems, I
was grading final examination papers, and yet here
we are marching through October of a brand new
school year. And again it was only yesterday that
the present senior class was a group of distraught
freshmen.
From my observations to date of the feminine
portion of this year’s freshman class, I openly declare
here, as I have already declared to the Mothers’ Club,
that in general you are a fine group of young women.

Hope youre all rested up from the strenuous summer
and ready and willing to contribute your ideas and
opinions to this page. Now is your chance, girls!
This is strictly for coeds — but not only for those

with definite journalistic talent. Everyone is hereby
cordially invited to donate examples of her ability,
(limited as you may think it is). Thanks for listening. We'll be waiting for you to flood us with articles.
—ANNE FLYNN.

2

I have high expectations for you; I pray that you will
live up to them and that I may bea part of helping

you to do so.
All of you whether newcomers or familiar faces
at U. D. — are always welcome to come in for a chat.
Often girls apologize on entering the office and say
that they will return another time if I am busy. I am
never too busy to talk with you, unless I am due elsewhere for a class. My teaching schedule this semester
takes me out of the office for the following twelve
hours: Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at nine,
eleven, and two; Tuesday at nine and one; Thursday
at one. There are many other periods, however,
when I am available.

SUMMER AT THE PLAYGROUD
@ Many people worked on playgrounds this

summer, but I think I had more fun than anyone as
supervisor at Page Manor playground! On this entirely new playground, I had to be a “Jack-of-alltrades” — everything from a nurse to an umpire for

the boys’ softball games.

Your representatives of the Central Women’s
Organization, which is the women’s student govern-

The children at this park are Army children
from all parts of our country and from other countries. They had, for the most part, travelled half
way around the world, and they thought it very
odd that I had lived in Dayton all my life. It was
not unusual for these children to speak two or three

ment at the University of Dayton, will be glad to

languages — which often led to complications, be-

receive your suggestions to make this a fruitful year.
We were glad to have such a good attendance at
the Punch Hour. There will be future afternoon gettogethers for coeds, sponsored by the C. W. O.

cause I couldn't interpret their remarks.
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Sincerely,

If you want to gain a deep sense of satisfaction,
working with children is the job for you. The children appreciate anything you do for them and are
not afraid to show it. Elka, a little girl from Ger-

Kathleen Whetro
(Dean of Women)

helped her makea kitten out of clay. You may not

many, gave me a big hug and kiss because I had
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think much of a smudgy-faced little person, but when

the English Channel and Cardigan Bay to Dublin,

that face looks up at you with glowing eyes and says,

Ireland, where we spent the most wonderful week

“Thank you,” you get a wonderful feeling which can-

of all. Maybe I’malittle prejudiced, but believe me,

not be expressed.
Of course, playground work isn’t all fun. There

is a lot of work involved, and at times you get a
feeling of despair. For instance, there was the da

that I had planned what I thought would be a very

it is truly, “A Little Bit of Heaven.” Besides Dublin,
we spent a few days in Killarney, visited Wicklow,
Tipperary, Cork, and oh yes, even kissed the Blarney
Stone.

interesting program for the children. I was so sure
they would like it. During one of the games, a little

The last country that we visited was England,
crossing the Irish Sea from Dublin. We spent about
five days in London trying to see as much as possible

boy came up to me and inquired, “Can I go home
now? I’m not having any fun.”

— places like Buckingham Palace, 10 Downing Street,
Piccadilly Circus, Big Ben, Westminster Cathedral,

If you are thinking of working on a playground
next summer, be prepared for anything. The only

etc.

sure thing there is that you'll never be bored.
—KatTuie GIRARD.

By this time we were ready to head back for
the good ol’ U.S. A. Everybody had a good time —
we saw a lot and learned a lot — yet the familiar
saying is very true, “there is no place like home.”
—Rrra KINSELLA.

A SUMMER ON RIKE’S COLLEGE BOARD
@ During the summer months did you wake

up with that dry, bitter taste in your mouth? Don't
get me wrong! It was not from what you are think-

ing! It was just that dreaded thought of work. Well,
believe it or not, none of this happened to me the
past season when I was a member of Rike’s College

A SUMMER IN EUROPE
e After a nine-day trip across the Atlantic Ocean,

we (two friends and I) arrived at Le Havre, France.
We then travelled by train to Paris for one night and
after that “Evening in Paris” left for Cologne, travelling through Belgium. After Cologne came Koln,
Bonn and towns along the Rhine River to Koblentz,
Mainz, and Heidelburg, Germany. From Germany
we went to Switzerland — Schaffhausen, Zurich, Luzern and Como. Eight thousand feet up in the Swiss
Alps at a small town called Hospental, we had a
snowball fight in the middle of July.
The next important spot on our itinerary was

Italy. We went sight-seeing at such places as Genoa,
Milan, Venice, Pisa, Assisi, and, of course, the most
important place of all — Rome, where we were

privileged to see Our Holy Father, Pope Pius XII.
The day after we left Rome, we were back in
France visiting Nice, the French Riviera, Avignon,
Carcassonne, Lourdes, Bordeaux, Poitiers, Chartres,
and Paris. It was marvelous, but all during the whole
trip I had been looking forward to one thing especially. This came next.

Board.

(I must admit I didn’t feel like rising and

shining, but I made it to Rike’s on time — usually.
)
In the beginning, they gave me and eight other
girls on the College Board the regular clerk’s training
course. After that, with our few hours experience on
the sales floor, we were taken on a guided tour of
the entire store, acquainting us with everything from
the stockroom to the advertising department and the
people who manage them.
Besides receiving gifts, free luncheons with buyers, etc., and two beautiful outfits that we all wore,
I met eight of the nicest college girls in the country.
The experience of meeting people, and the fun of

planning their college wardrobe (which was all part
of our duties), proved very beneficial to me, especially since ’'m majoring in retailing. All in all, I can

truthfully say that this was one of the most enjoyable
and profitable summers I have ever spent and I will

never forget the College Board.
—MarciA GABRIEL.

On August 14, we were standing at the largest
airport in Paris waiting for the plane to take us across
October, 1953
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FOR EDUCATION T V

(Continued from Page 4)

medium of television, a medium,

cause of the education of youth,
and we wish him more happy
years here at U. D.

by the way, which is welcomed
into most (from seventy to ninety

per cent) of the Dayton homes.
These features all add up to a very
strong case for educational television in Dayton. The need for
immediate action is certainly imperative when one realizes that,

judging from past experiences, if
the opportunity of having an educational television station here is
forfeited at the present time it is

likely that it will be forfeited for
good.

SIXTY DEDICATED YEARS
(Continued from Page 5)
new additions to the campus was
very sharp. Like many of the

other Marianist members of the
staff, Brother Dapper gave about
half of his professional years to

the University of Dayton, hence
any advancement that the University makes is a source of great
happiness to him.
With the passing of the older
members of the Marianist community here at the University from

the scene of activity, younger men
must replace them. Consequently
there is always a great need for
numerous and willing candidates
to the Society of Mary and to all
the orders in the church. Catholic
colleges and universities have a
very definite role in the world.
They are parts of the bulwark that
the Church is setting up against
the great evils of the day,
Communism, atheism, materialism.

Here at the University of Dayton
these evils and others like them

are condemned and the students
are taught those truths that are

JUST RELAX
(Continued from Page 11)
“All set. Four forty-eight on two.
Let’s go!” The plays came automatically to Johnny. He was surprised to see that practice was just
as hard if not harder than the
actual game. Big George Hill didnt look so impressive after you
had helped run some successful
plays against his team. Johnny
thought Tom must have made a
mistake when he said, “Listen, you
guys, we've got time for just one
more play! Let’s make it a good

one! T-twelve pass, down and out
wide on three. Let’s go!” As Tom
was fading back to pass the final
gun sounded. Both teams were
desperate. A touchdown on this

play would ensure Plainfield of a
tied ball game. It was complete
in the end zone!! A perfect spot
pass to the right end, Mike Reynolds.

What Johnny Burger had feared
most had come to pass. The score
was now tied at twenty-six points.
If his team could make good this
next conversion they would win
the game since time had run out.
Piketon would have no chance to
add any points to their total; their

only hope now was to keep Plainfield from converting so that the
game would end as a tie. Johnny's
mind went back to the long hours

he had spent centering the ball
between his legs at a target his
lad had helped him paint on the
back of the garage. At first he had
found it very difficult to keep a
smooth spiral

on

the ball

even

from a distance of five yards, let

alone to obtain any degree of ac-

needed to make man happy here
and hereafter. Pray God that He

curacy.

will send many laborers into his

help him to perfect his passing.

vineyard to train young people
like you students here at U.D.

His dad, like all proud

fathers would be, was eager to
They had practiced together for a

able to relax. His stomach was be-

ginning to play tricks on him
again. He must concentrate on Bob
Ashly kneeling back there waiting
to set the ball down on the ground.
How far away he seemed. “Just
relax. Think of the target. Ashly’s
outstretched hands are holding the

bullseye. That’s better.” The ball
felt comfortably firm under his
grip. READY — HIKE, ONE,
TWO — READY ONE, TWO,
THREE! The ball spiraled smoothly.
*

*

e

THE EDUCATOR’S NOOK
(Continued from Page 15)
lumbus with the administration,
and it was agreed that such an
undertaking would be beneficial to
both the students and the Educa-

tion Division. Judging by the great
interest in FTA work shown by the
authorities at St. Mary of the

Springs, we predict a banner chapter to be developed there.
Bow1nc GREEN STATE UNIVERsiry again furnished the locale for
another cabinet meeting held the

last of September to make plans
for the annual fall meeting of the
Ohio FTA Chapters. It was decided that the meeting would be
held on the campus of the Univer-

sity of Dayton on Saturday, October 24. Our own local Fulton J.

Sheen Chapter will play a prominent part in this forthcoming conference.
Farmont Hicu Scwsoor’s faculty member, Miss Ruth Anderson, state historian, met with repre-

sentatives of the Sheen Chapter
last week at Fairmont for a pre-

liminary conference relative to the
sponsoring of a conference for high
school seniors of the Dayton area
interested in teaching. This.will be
held at the University of Dayton
on November 14.
WILBERFORCE

UNIVERSITY

was

half-hour after supper every night

concerned about steps to be taken

abiding and God-fearing citizens.

yr the last two months. His dad
would say, “Now don’t tighten up.

in the establishment of an FTA

We express to Brother Dapper

‘en the old pros have to practice

swer to their request for help,

our sincere congratulations on his

this or they lose their touch. Just
relax.” Johnny wished that he were

representatives of the Sheen FTA

right now how to be loyal, law-

completion of sixty years in the
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Chapter on their campus.

In an-

Chapter met with the heads of the
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Education Division at Wilberforce.
A new FTA Chapter will probably
be launched on the campus of our
neighboring school in the near
future.
—Kari GUROKOVICH.
o
a
#

DIOGONES
(Continued from Page 7)
Now it was at the edge of the
circle of lantern light. Seth lowered the lantem and the shadows

leaped up around them_ both.

Seth took a_ tentative, wavering
step forward. The white shape

moved confidently forward, amused by the impudence of a mortal.
“Owooo!!” The white shape was
close now, so that lantern shadows
made it seem nine feet tall.
“Owooo! Seth swung his lantern
stiff-armed. It landed with a solid
thud in the white shape. Flaming

kerosene spilled, smoldered, flamed again on the white shape.
“Owooo!” The head and shoulders of a man were outlined in
white. Seth went to work on them

with his lantern, landing each time
with a solid blow.
The flame was a solid sheet now.
The man in white burst head and

arms through the top and started
hitting himself, trying to beat the
fire out.
“Slim!” Seth ‘stood with his

mouth open, frosted breath forming a question mark in front of
his face.
“Owooo!” Slim was in real pain
now. Seth slid out of his mackinaw, clapped it around Slim and
rolled him in the snow.
A car came down the road,
headed for town. Seth stood in
the middle of the road and flagged

it down. It ground to a stop,
chains clanking like tank treads.
Jerry Ford jumped out.

“What's wrong, Seth?” he grinned. An expression of horror came
over his face as he saw Slim. “My

goodness! What happened?”
“A ghost,” Seth said shortly.
“That’s what happened.”

Between them Seth and Jerry
managed to get Slim in the car.
He don’t look so cocky with all
October, 1953

that purty hair bummed off, do he?”
Seth said.
Slim was trying, with a burned
hand, to stanch the flow of blood
from a head wound where the
lantern had caught him. Every
time he touched one with the
other they would stick together

and he would have to pull, tug,
and scrape to get them separated.
Seth recovered his lantern and
lit it, put his mackinaw back on,
and once again started for home.

to a point where there was room

-or only one man to walk and by
turning his head to either side he
could see the depths of a canyon

yawning almost directly beneath
his feet. Farther on, the tops of
the ridges came to a sort of knife
edge, to walk on which would require a tight-rope specialist. We

straddled the ridges and pulled
ourselves along with our hands.
This went on for quite some distance.

“The next time you boys want

There was one spot we came

to play just call me up.”
Neither Jerry nor Slim said a

upon where the ridge widened a

word, but the expressions on Jer-

rys scared, white face and on

bit, but it was very steep and resumed the knife edge at the foot

of the slope. The slope was bare

one were words

of grass and bushes and to add to
the difficulties was wet and mud-

The car started slowly towards

dy; there was nothing to hold
onto and the greased runway

Slim’s

burned

enough.
town and Seth resumed his homeward tramp.

Seth set the bloody lantern on
the bench in the enclosed back

porch. He opened the door to the
bright, warm kitchen. By the smell

it would soon be supper time.
Seth stamped the snow off his
boots.

“What

did

the

doctor

say,

Seth?” His wife’s voice was good
and cheerful.

“Why, he said my eyes are purty
bad. He made me get a lantern
so I could see my way home.”
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MOUNTAIN CLIMBING
(Continued from Page 11)
tried to move on. For some time
after that, every step was a squish.
This swamp seemed to be the central base for every mosquito in the
Hawaiian Archipelago and at the
time of our trespass, they were

all at home.

Accordingly, they

threatened to speed one down to
the narrow ridge. There was but
one way to get past this obstacle.
The first man sat down at the top
of the slide and holding on as
much as he could with his hands
and feet in the mud, let himself

down to the knife edge. We laughed heartily at him as he displayed
his muddy posterior in crawling
along the ridge. When we all

had made the descent safely, we

were none too clean. Only our
mothers could have loved us then.
As soon as we had cleaned most
of the mud from our hands and
let the rest dry, we took out our
sandwiches and consumed them
ravenously. They made no impression on our hunger, whetting it if
nothing else. We cheered our-

selves, however, with the thought
of being near our goal and hiked
over the remaining ridges to the
main bulk of Kaala in short time.
Traversing another swamp we

swarmed to the defense of their
homeland and the sounds _ of

suddenly came upon a well-pre-

battle were clearly audible along

served sign reading: “Mt. Kaala

our line. There, a cry of pain followed by a solid whack. There,

four thousand

a slap with a grunt of pleasure.
We soon left the battleground,

however, leaving the mosquitoes
to buzz around with their loads
of blood.
We were getting rather high

now and the ridges were becoming narrower on the top.

It came

fifty-seven

feet.”

King Kam, we had arrived!
Alpine and Himalayan hikers
have their climbing problems as

do the Pyreneean scalers; the Hawaiian mountaineer is no excep-

tion.

Kaala is only a foothill in

comparison, but we were just as
glad to reach the summit as any

Alpine hiker on the Matterhorn.
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Hilton Chatter
By Katie Maroglou and Joe Oths

@ Here it is! The opening of another banner year at U.D. — both
socially and scholastically. As an initial note we welcome to the campus
the “brand new” Freshman class.
From the looks of the spirit they have
exhibited so far, they are destined to
write their own story in the annals
of Dayton’s history.
The first official “blast” of the social
season was the Howdy Hop at the
Towers. After climbing a _ goodly
number of steps, the first face to be
seen was that of Kathy Girard — taking your money with a smile. A few
steps farther and you were confronted by the massive frame of the bouncer, Larry Sorohan (a cruel punishment for those who tried to pull a

sneak attack). Upon elbowing through
the crowd you try to get to the refreshment stand. Succeeding, you see
the sweating faces of Steve Stewart,
Dick Finan, and Jack Koverman, peddling the finished product of one of
the local breweries. Among the partygoers were Jim Wilkerson, Jim
Thompson, Pat and Jackie, Pat Russell, Jim Kennedy and George Ann
Schwartz, Charlie “Farouk” Kronke,
Jim McGraw, Tom Smith, Steve Kovack, Joe Ross and Audrey Bristow.
Also glad to see Jack Donovan, one of
the party boys from the class of 53.
BOUQUETS TO: ... Pat Muldoon,
who is settling down to a life of
wedded bliss . . . Ditto to Joe Malloy
and Pat

(Kinsella)

. .. Bill Byrne

on his recent engagement .. . Bev,
who received a ring from Vern this
summer ... Jim Synk, on his marvelous handling of the Xavier Pep
Rally ... Roy McQuillan, for his ter-

rific dancing the other evening. We
hear that you are now with Arthur
Murray teaching the Bunny Hop.
What about it, Roy?
... “Let’s go, let’s fight, let’s win”

. . . The cheers have increased to a
deafening roar — thanx to the institution of the Block D cheering section.
It is something that we have needed
for a long time and the students have
spared no effort in making it a success. Let’s keep it that way, it sounds

cinnati. Regardless of the final outcome, they played their hearts out
until the final whistle.
As we were leaving the stadium in
Cincinnati we noticed the sad expressions of some of our coeds, Lynn
Hartnett, Jodie Flaute, Mary Louise

Knorr, Anne Van Arsdale and Corda
Sackstedter. Cheer up, gals, and don’t
take it so hard.
After the game, some of our more
notorious party boys had no trouble
scouting up a party at the Playland. Seen with their feminine escorts were Bill Barlow, John Prosser,
Ned Perotti, Gene Joseph, Bob Mont-

gomery, Bill Eichenberger and Don
Casey. By the way, Don, it’s good to
see you back after your leave of absence. We hear that there is another
old scout back — Steve Driscoll. We
haven’t seen him at any of the hangouts. I guess he must be hitting the
books.
Word has it that the Alberta Street
mob threw a party after the “X”
game also. At the event were Jeanie
Graul, Joanie Neumann, Kathy Jar-

dine, Larry, Pat Byrne and Jackie
Tangeman, Hal Okita, Sis Byrne, Dick
Daum and others.
The eyes and the ears of “Hilltop
Chatter” were tuned in on the Hangar Party recently thrown at the Democratic Club. Hats off to the fine
work by the band in attendance! Making merry this particular evening
were Don Wetherill, Loisann Volz,
Kathy Metz, Norma Suhr, John
Stapleton, Alice Roberts, Tom Dwyer
and Sue, Tony Papa, Dick Kempa,
Mary Ann Mantell, Jack Macken, Pat
Dowling, Larry Pinto, Sue Finke,
Barbara Metz, Jerry McAvoy, Bob
Schumann, Bonnie Leigh and Joanie
Bender.
Attending to the thirsty mob were
Bill Thesing, Moose Wilhelm, Tom
Hughes (dig that crazy cigar) and a
few more who had their heads submerged in buckets of ice at the time
of the interview.

A word of praise is in order here

What’s new on campus? ... The
work on the new dormitory seems to
be progressing very rapidly. With
the dedication of the building on Fri-

for the football team and their fine

day, October 2, the Meyer-Zehler Hall

great.

showing against Xavier down in CinOctober, 1953

now stands as another monument to

Catholic education, and another step.
forward in the U.D. expansion plan:
. . . It seems that the students have:
increased appetites since the opening:
of the new cafeteria, judging by the
length of the chow lines . . . Another
article worthy of mention is the juke
box in the Student Union. We spied
three freshmen sound asleep when the
recording of that new bedtime story
“Little Blue Riding Hood” came to
an end.
Reports are in about a new campus
organization —

The

Buster

Brown

Gang. For particulars see Art Bigelaw No. 418989, who has been select-

ed by the members as president and
campus representative.
“Chatter” sends a get-well card to

Shad O’Connor after his recent auto
mishap. With the able assistance of
Dr. Steve Smith, we’re sure that
everything will shape up all right.
Talking to Sam, our campus cop,
the other day and he reports the presence of a snazzy convertible frolicking about the grounds. Seems that
the frosh coeds are really sportin’
this year. Right, Carolyn? Speaking of
cars, our field office in Oakwood has
spotted Tom Geary and Peg Baldwin
out for an afternoon drive.
Just back from Europe, Rita Kinsella tells us of her fabulous trip.
She claims that dodging icebergs is
more fun than trying to get through
the Arcade at lunchtime.
One of our more brilliant Juniors
was asked what was the easiest way
to climb a mountain. His solution:
Dig a hole around it; let it fall in,
and step over it. Word of this solution reached the higher echelons and
they immediately took action. They
enrolled him in a freshman geography
class. Think you’ll pass it, Tom?
World Series Comments ... Just
wait until next year ... Until next
month, however, we are gonna sign
off with a reminder about the Homecoming Dance at Lakeside, October 17,
8:30 ’til 1:00 with Jerry Wald and
his Orch.
A marathon is a long, hard pull,

but you get somewhere. A merrygo-round is easy riding and lots
of fun ,but you get off right where
you got on.

Anon.
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WANPUS NUIF URS
@ Gee, it’s great to be back! ! Another school year has begun with new
faces to take the place of the old students who have gone. Of course, U.D.
has lost its cornerstone Frank (The

Clipper) Rozzano. Some other faces
we miss seeing in the halls are Winnie Busillo, Bob Schrader, Peppy McKernan, Jim Paxson, Shirley Rosenkranz, Pete Nelson, Rosie Kramer,
Paul Corwin, and Judy Lang.
Alumni Hall must be pretty quiet
this year without Charlie Kronke,
Tom Dwyer, Joe Andre, Gene Joseph,
and Johnny Price.
Summer vacations must be fun —
so I’ve heard. Rita Kinsella seems to
have had a wonderful time in Europe.
Hope she didn’t have as much trouble
packing and getting ready as Sharon
Dymond did for her trip to Cleveland.
According to Sharon, Cleveland’s got
it.
Al Berens, Charlie
ning, Tom Volk, Ed
pany really lived it
in Michigan. It has
neighbors will never

Nahn, Jack JanFlynn, and comup at the Lake
been said, their
forget them.

Kathy and Barbara Metz, Norma
Shur, Carole Wolf, and Carol Bulcher
had a wonderful week at Indian Lake;
just ask any of them.
I’ve heard of people leaving their
keys in locked cars, but when you’re
seventy miles from home and that’s
the only set you have — that’s the

limit. Jackie Tangeman was the “intelligent” one. To solve the problem
Jackie and her cohorts decided to stop
every 53 Pontiac that drove by (that’s
what the locked car was) hoping that
other keys might fit. Ended up getting a repair man to get it open.
Later found out that one out of every

five hundred cars of the same model
have identical keys.
Seen in the arcade, no time special,
but any time, is Jim Thompson. He’s
not known as Jim Thompson anymore,
but his new name is “Jimmy Arcade.”
Wedding — Kentucky style! Joe
Malloy and Pat Kinsella’s was truly
this. The reception was never dull a
minute. Some of the folks there were
Bill Thomas, Jerry Murray, Paula
Stelzer, Carol Stittgen, Joannie Bren-

nan and Pat Schorsch.
During the summer Marilyn Kling-

shirn changed her last name to Hart,
Kay .Peckolt married Lee Butler and
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Barbara Clark is now Mrs. Dick Durbin. Congratulations to all the newlyweds.

Pat Schorsch seems to have changed
the words of “Girl of My Dreams” to
“Al of My Dreams.” It’s not a mistake in knowing the lyrics, it’s in
memory of that guy that is now in
New Mexico.
- Congratulations are also in order
for Bill Byrne and Mary (His girl
from Cleveland), Bev Nieman and
Vern Weber, Gene Warning and Pat
(A Daytonian), Carol Stittgen and
John Chaney on their engagements.

During Registration week the residence of Dick Finan, Larry Sorohan,
Steve Stewart and John Koverman
was noted as Pre-Registrar “Bachelor’s Quarters.”
If by chance you’re looking for Jerry Von Mohr you will find him in the
Veterans’ Administration Office or on
the football field. Jerry’s U.D. spirit
will always be the same. Buena Greer,
who formerly worked for the Vets’,

has chosen another career. She is
now Mrs. George Andrew Beis.
Artie Bigelow could be identified as
“Artie Powder Blue.” It coudn’t be
that car he is
could it?

cruising

around

in,

Cincinnati will never be the same
after the car caravan for the U.D.
and X. game. Leading the way behind
our police escort was Ralph Brashear

Although Dayton lost to the Quantico Marines they fought like real

and Peggy Baldwin, Jim Egan and

troupers.

Anita Beacham. Betty Miller in her

and Jim Katcavage were playing hard.
Good luck to you next time, fellows! !

58, red, Buick convertible added that

certain touch to the line up of cars.
Margie Butler, Gale Hollerman, Ann
Lyons, Mary Lou Becker, Jeanie
Graul, Joan Neuman and John Prosser

were also seen in the parade.
Howdy Hop — Heard the music was
really outstanding! It seems the latest
thing in recorders these days is the
sharpest end of a pin. Too bad jute
boxes don’t come equipped with needles.
Good luck to the Freshman Candidates who are as follows: Lydia Powers, Sandy Myers, Judy Bucher, Carol

Oesbeck, Pat Gavin, Marilyn Scothern,
Kay Neuman, Carmon Riazzi, Jack
Karsch,

Wally

Thompson,

Creatore, John Makley,
Bruns and Ned Aubbie.

Bernie

Clarence

Everyone should get behind the
Homecoming Campaign. It seems some
want the name of being on a committee but forget there is work involved. If you don’t intend to work,
then don’t get on the committees. Bob

Wood is doing a tremendous job. Hat’s
off to him.
The Junior party was off with a
bang! The Bunny Hop was the most
to say the least. The most people and
least room!
The Freshmen were
blooming all over the place. One thing
for sure they are full of spirit. Keep
it up gang!
When practicing for the block D —
Ned Ostendorf and Kay DeVol seem

Dick Durbin, Chuck Guida

The Dragnet parodies are really
plentiful. You ought to hear Jerry
O’Connell’s version.
We have with us this year a transfer student from Cedarville College,
Joe Hearlihy. We wish to extend our
welcome to him and all of the other

transfer students.
“Have you heard,” no not the song
but the clubs that are being organized. We have the Piason and Hoosier
Clubs. From what we have heard

they must be something.
“The Ranch” seems to never have a
dull moment. How could it with Joe

McGuirk, Bill Bush, Tom McGrath,
Jim Hart, Pat Maloney, Joe Cattani,
Ed Hobisch and Bill Hanlon. Poor,
poor Alice, she must be quite busy.
Quite a few changes have been
made this year. The new cafeteria is
fabulous. The only thing bad about
it is the line. As the saying goes
“Something worth getting is worth

waiting for.” Let’s keep those nickels
coming in the jute box in the Student
Union. Speaking of the Student Union
the Student Council did a nice job of
getting the T.V. set for the Yankees
and Dodgers rooters.
Before we leave, gang, may we
leave this thought with you: Work is
good for man, and by your studies
you can glorify God. Every opportun-

ity of doing something for God de-

Jim Synk. the president of the Spirit

velops your heart and mind, and will
strengthen the love of God in your

Committee is doing a wonderful job.

soul.

to have been color blind.

By the way,

Wate

The Exponent
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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON

Jane Greer says: “I was a band
singer when a picture magazine
asked me to pose in the new WAC

uniforms. Hollywood saw my picture,
liked it and overnight I was in movies.
From then on, it was hard work
and perseverance.”
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